
MIYUKI BRACELET
DIY

INSTRUCTIONS

MAKE YOUR OWN MIYUKI BRACELET 

EASY TO LEARN COLLECT THEM ALL FUN
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S Congrats on purchasing your Meraki Pop 

DYI Miyuki bracelet kit!! Im so excited to share
the craft with you! I hope you get hooked like me!  

Each kit has enough supplies to make two bracelets
that will fit up to an 8” wrist.  I also put in a few
extras just in case, cause stuff happens. 

Collect them all! 

Beware this is
absolutely addicting

and relaxing  

Tin Box (reusable)
Mix Miyuki Beads 
Elastic String (x6, 1 extra set) 
Needle (x1, pic is incorrect))
Crimp Beads (x3, 1 extra)
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Additional supplies
you’ll need are: 

Pliers
Scissors
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Remove contents from container. If you don’t have a

bead pad, that’s ok because the Miyuki beads are flat

and wont roll.  There are two approaches: 

Lay beads in the pattern you want 1.

Wing it!! Go ahead your a rebel  2.

YES I AM A
CRAFTER
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Take two clear elastic strings and make
a knot at one end 

1.

2. Thread the needle on one string

3. Thread beads on first string

4. Remove needle, and thread the second string

5. Starting at the knotted end, thread second
string thru the beads  
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6. Tie both ends together (making several
knots).  

8. Secure Crimp Bead around the Knot, (Tip: Pull beads
away from knot so your plyers don’t accidentally break
the beads, they are made of glass 

7. Stretch bracelet to tighten nots. (Elastic is strong,
you’d have to pull REALLY hard to brake) 

MAKING

9. Cut excess string (tip: Careful not to cut the wrong
string 



FINISHED
Hope you have fun making your own custom Miyuki Bead Bracelet!!  Thank you
for supporting my small business!!  Please come back for more fun! 
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BEAUTFUL BEAUTFUL 

@merakipopboutique


